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Why Indexing Transcripts?

● All lectures have automated transcripts generated
● Instructors can search their recordings from previous terms
● Students can review material, study for exams
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Indexing

1. Workflow: ingest, trim, encode, publish, start automated transcripts
2. When transcripts ready, start workflow:

○ Attach transcripts to media package
○ Call AWS lambda to add to AWS Elasticsearch

3. Transcripts are searchable from video listing



Components

● Search Content service
● AWS Elasticsearch
● AWS Lambda



AWS Lambda Function Input

"message": {
  "indexName": "oc-prod-transcripts",
  "captionsUrl": "https://[s3-host+path]/captions_.xml",
  "mpid": "41e35f2a-e6ee-4d87-aed0-a714f7ca3e10",
  "seriesId": "20190229997"
}



Indexing Output

● Document "_id" gets 
"{mpid}-{series_id}"

● "mpid" and "series_id" 
also indexed separately 
as document fields

● Each caption indexed 
individually as a nested 
document array in 
"captions" field

● "text" field gets a 
concatenation of all 
captions



Supporting Phrase Search

● How to preserve the begin time data of the caption terms …?
● … but still support phrase search across captions? 

{
  "text": "mention definitions right are this is a standard",
  "begin": 357
},
{
  "text": "definition of spam it's still pretty good",
  "begin": 362
},



"Good Enough" Querying

{
  "text": "mention definitions right are this is a standard",
  "begin": 357
},
{
  "text": "definition of spam it's still pretty good",
  "begin": 362
},

...before we go there I do want to talk I should just mention 
definitions right are this is a standard definition of spam 
it's still pretty good spam is balk messages that are 
unsolicited  so if you send in unsolicited message you're not 
streaming so if I send a message to you just saying  hi I 
sent a message to my doctor saying...

"bool": {
  "must": [

,

  ]
}

"standard definition"

standard definition



"Good Enough" Search Results



AWS Stack



Thank You!
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